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Figure 5. The distribution of close-in planet sizes. The top panel shows the
distribution
et al. (2017) and the bottom panel is the updated
Fultonfrom
etFulton
al., 2018
distribution from this work. The solid line shows the number of planets per star
with orbital periods less than 100days as a function of planet size. A deep
trough in the radius distribution separates two populations of planets with
Rp >1.7 RÅ and Rp <1.7RÅ . As a point of reference, the dotted line shows
the size distribution of detected planets, before completeness corrections are
made arbitrarily scaled for visual comparison.
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Note. This table contains only the subset of planet detectio
ﬁlters described in Section 4.
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8. Planets with grazing transits. We exclude
grazing transits (b > 0.9), which have suspe
covariances with the planet size and
darkening during the light curve ﬁtting.

After applying these cuts, we are left with 907 p
Where possible, we applied the same ﬁlt
properties to the Kepler ﬁeld star population. F
radius and temperature ﬁlters, we used th
parameters. We could not apply the imaging cu
stellar population because it relies on follow
directed speciﬁcally at KOIs not at the
population. After ﬁltering, 24981 stars remain.
We calculated planet occurrence using the inv
efﬁciency methodology IDEM of F17. In brief, w
the detection sensitivity of the survey using
recovery tests performed by Christiansen et a
calculated planet occurrence as the number of p
in discrete bins as
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1) Rp & Mp open the domain
of exoplanetary physics
Need for precision (& accuracy) to get high-precision
densities
-

planet composition

-

stellar abundances can help - but some “?” on their
representativity

-

Love number

-

large samples of planets population needed

-

the solar system planets might be tricky to use as
references

2) Age
Still the main unknown but key for
Testing the inflation of giant planets
envelope evaporation
dynamical evolution
tidal interactions
➙ can allow to set planet populations on an evolutionary
sequence

3) System architecture
planet-to-star mass ratio, planet-planet mass ratios, order
of the planets in the system & period ratio (gaps)
resonance or not resonance?
how stable or instable are the systems?
tidal interaction sculpt system architecture (obliquity &
eccentricity)
Orbital periods can be used to trace the evolution

Need for eccentricity ➙ coupling with RV
Need to explore a large range of orbital periods from
ultra hot to temperate.
what do temperate telluric planets look like ?

Models
Internal structure - include a more realistic and complex
physics - progresses on EOS at high pressure/temperature
can provide estimate of atmosphere thickness
clues on potential primary/secondary atmosphere
Synthetic planets population used to reproduce the data
(but only if they are good enough ..)

valuable to progress on the question of where do formation(
take place
predict a large number of water-rich planets
➙ We need “good” data to validate the models of planet
formation and evolution!!

Implications for PLATO
Importance of:
the photometric precision for precise parameters
the long baseline for a good coverge of the planetary
systems architecture: size and spacing
the combination to radial velocity (& imaging) - complete
set of orbital parameters + detection of non-transiting
planets
confront observables to state-of-the-art models:
composition + formation & evolution. Statistics is key!
map the initial condition from the current state

Support of theories

A new workshop on the same topic to be held on 2025 ?

